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Background
Globalization of international trade dictates the necessity to create a modern transport infrastructure and develop international freight carriages, including increase in quantity and quality of transport logistic services.

It is generally recognized that today Uzbekistan serves as a transport and economic bridge between the countries of West, the East, North and South.

Today the activities in Uzbek Republic are focused on modernization of transport infrastructure, increasing of conveying capacity of the transport system, and elimination of technical and administrative barriers on the way of freight transit.
Background

- As the practice of Uzbek companies in arrangement of import-export freight delivery shows, nowadays there is shortage of specialists in transport logistics.

- Today our trade and industrial companies pose a question not only regarding freight carriage from point A to point B, but they also raise an issue of providing a package of services of quick delivery of various freight i.e. transportation, storage, processing, customs clearance, freight insurance etc.
Currently, Uzbek companies have come to understanding that transport logistics strategy should be the natural element of strategic planning of business like marketing, financial, industrial and other strategies.

Consequently, need for competent specialists in transport logistics has arisen and it is increasing in Uzbekistan.
Background

- Current situation dictates the necessity of continuous specialized training of professionals in transport logistics.

- To date it is necessary to develop training materials for thorough study and training of students, and involve in this process foreign specialists and teachers of leading foreign institutes/universities.
The studies conducted by international experts under Development Strategy for Transport Sector in Uzbekistan project financed by ADB (TS4659-UZB), 2006, also revealed the need for training in transport logistics. The international experts noted the necessity of arrangement of training and retraining courses for national specialists in transport logistic services.
Project Goals
Main goal of the project is to provide knowledge of theory and practice in transport logistics to the specialists of trade, transport and logistics companies. Train in fundamentals and modern technologies of transport logistic services.
Project Objectives
Project Objectives

- Preparation of a training manual and dissemination of the information on international experience in transport logistics to Uzbek entrepreneurs.

- Organization of 3 training seminars on international business logistics.

- Organization of study tour to foreign transport logistics companies with the view to study and get knowledge and practice in organization of transport process.
Expected Results
Expected Results

- Application of methods of logistics management in transport companies will allow the entrepreneurs to reduce significantly the commodity stock, to increase the capital turnover, to reduce the prime cost of the productions, and to reduce the expenses of freight carriages.

- Professional development of managers and specialists of transport and logistics companies will allow to improve the quality and the list of provided logistic services, and implement the obtained experience in organization of work.
Expected Results

- Quality improvement and reduction of transport expenses through improvement of logistics will allow to reduce the prime cost of goods, and this will promote increase in the volume of trade with foreign countries.

- Main project result is knowledge and skills related to transport logistics, which will be applied by the companies in practice.
Obtained Results
Obtained Results

Under the previous Support to Development of the Regional Transport Program project funded by OSCE a single, for the time being, in the Central Asia website of Transport and Information Logistics Portal (www.logistika.uz) was developed. It is currently being piloted and will be put into operation in the middle of November.
Transport and Information Logistics Portal

Association for Development of Business Logistics LLC
Obtained Results

Increasing capacity building of national experts in the sphere of transport logistics project is a good example for public and private partnership since a joint working group of specialists of MFERIT and our organization has been formed with the view to provide the effectiveness, and a detailed plan of joint actions with implementation terms and responsible persons was worked out.
Obtained Results

The representatives of state organizations and private companies took part in the 18th Economic and Environmental Forum of OSCE that was held from May 24 to 26, 2010 in Prague.
Obtained Results

A training manual on “Fundamentals and Peculiarities of Transport Logistics” is being developed with involvement of an international expert. This manual shall become a practical assistant for transport companies and entrepreneurs.

Four specialists of various transport, logistics and forwarding companies of Uzbekistan have undergone training in logistics of transport planning in Galilee International Management Institute (Israel). The specialists will conduct presentations for the candidates for the master’s degree in Tashkent Automobile Institute and take the floor on the seminars envisaged under the present project.
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